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Regarding the times from the tables, there are a few things to note. The Manual estimates come from my own experiences 
with manual handicapping; yours will probably be lower or higher. While using Expert for handicapping saves a lot of 
time, it's not required that yo u use it (or ANY handicapping program) to optimize your time. Finally, whether yo u realize 
it or not, yo u ' re probably spending roughly FOUR hours handicapping ONE race card (figuring about 25 minutes per race 
on a nine race card) when all is said-and-done. But, by usingthis five stage handicapping process, yo u could find yourself 
being able to handicap TIIREE tracks in the same amotmt oftime AND having better plays! And with software, yo u could 
handicap about SIX tracks in TWO HOURS! Sound like fun??? Well then •.• go get ' em!!! 

-----We rated Joe ' s most recent software progr am, Hor$ense Expert 2019, a very 
high 9 exactl y 1 year ago in the 10/19 PRN. Remember that you can ahvays 
contact Mr. Mainardi a t. . . info@ponypicker .com. 

-.r:..-k HIPICADIGITAL BROCHURE -lrl~k 

Speaking of computer handicapping, here ' s a review of something called 
Hipicadígítal Brochure . Our helper, Larry Brady has this to say about it ..... . 

Hipicadigital Brochure 

1'11 start with their statement on their website: Our brochure is based on complex mathematical 
methods developed by professional engineers who predict the results with too much 
precision. And it is just that! lf you are a numbers and math guy, these sheets are for you. 

Trust me . lt's a lot to look at first glance. Maybe too much. The site and numbers are 
produced by a good guy, Luis Arriga. He realizad several weeks ago that all the info may be 
overwelming to sorne and has tried to simplify things. 1 received an email severa! weeks ago 
with this update: 
Are you confused by so many numbers? 1 think about the difficulties you can have when 
applying the brochure, in the last few weeks, three to four initial pagas have been introduced, 
which seek to reduce the amount of information, highlighting the factors, which in my opinion, 
are fundamental, added to the characteristics of the Jockey and Trainer. 

And most recently, the SUM Factor, located in the upper right corner, which uses the mTq, 
Vel and Rem factors, that is, the running train, which for me is the key when it comes to hitting 
high dividends . This makes it easier for players just getting started. 

Just sorne of the things the "brochure" contains, as Luis catls it:The brochure considers the 
following variables: The last four workouts of each horse, which originates the mTq factor, the 
performances of each horse with the number of first, second and third, which originates the 
factors AA and AF; the last and penultimate performance with its speed and finish, which 
gives rise to the different speed ratings, which considers the track variants of the different 
tracks. 

The 6 page explanation in PDF of all the factors can be downloaded here: 
https://hipicadigital.net/#plans The explanation of all the charts and bar graphs and numbers 
are thoroughly explained. 

Did 1 mention the best part? Each track is availble for download everyday for just $1 !! Y es all 
this inforrnation is available for just $1 per track. Luis al so gives free samples and results out 
on Twitter @hipicadigital Luis can also be reached at hipicadigital@gmail.com .He's a nice 
guy an would be glad to answer any questions. So if you're a numbers guy or even not you 
can still benefit from all this data. Now 1 concede there's a leaming curve and it míght take a 
while for you to develop a way to use all of it, but the price is right and information available 
immense. 1 gíve the "brochure" a very good 8. Check it out today. 
-----Think we can squeeze in one of the exampl es on the next page . . . . ........ . 
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